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Frame Preamble MAC for Multihop Wireless

Sensor Networks: Design and Implementation

A. Bachir, S. Plancoulaine, D. Barthel, M. Heusse, A.Duda

Abstract

MAC protocols based on preamble sampling techniques offer significant energy savings for low data-

rate multihop wireless sensor networks by efficiently reducing idle listening in lightly loaded networks.

However, without any particular optimization, preamble sampling protocols still consume large amounts

of energy due to the overhead induced by the long preamble transmitted prior data frames. To reduce

the overhead induced by the use a full length preamble, many improvements have been proposed. These

proposals targeted both the cost at the receiver and that at the transmitter. At the transmitter side,

proposals tends to minimize the preamble size by means of explicit synchronization, whereas at the

receiver, proposals aim at reducing the duration of listening by replacing the preamble with a series of

frames.

In this paper, we focus on reducing the cost at the receiver side while showing that our solution

is also compatible with solutions that reduce the cost at thetransmitter side. We propose a new idea

that reduces overhearing further on by avoiding reception of irrelevant frames. With our idea that is

based on digest information, not only unicast frames can be filtered but also irrelevant (redundant)

broadcast frames can be avoided a priori. We show that the useof the digest information together with

the sequence number field substantially increases the energy savings of frame preamble MAC protocols.

We propose two possible implementations, Micro Frame Preamble (MFP) and Zebra Frame Preamble

(ZFP), in which avoiding reception of irrelevant broadcasts can be integrated. We provide an analytical

framework, in which we model the lifetime of various frame preamble MAC protocols. We complete

the theoretical analysis with ns2 simulation and experimental validation through implementation on the

Chipcon CC 2500 evaluation kit. We analytically show that the solution based on micro frames yields
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better performance. We discuss implementation choices andeffect of power consumption of the micro

controller on the overall performance of the solution. We also discuss potential improvements from using

new architectures in which hardware circuitry can be used for constructing and transmitting preamble

frames.

Index Terms

Sensor Networks, Energy-Efficient MAC protocols.
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the main objectives of MAC (Medium Access Control) protocols for wireless sensor

networks is to minimize power consumption while providing reliable low-rate data transmission.

Previous studies have identified multiples sources of energy dissipation at the MAC layer, the

most important being the following [1]:

• Idle Listening: it happens when a node does not know when it will be the receiver of

a frame, so it keeps its radio on while listening to the channel waiting for potential data

frames. A node may waste considerable energy when the radio is on, even when it is neither

receiving nor transmitting data [2]–[4].

• Collisions: they mainly concern CSMA-based MAC protocols. They may happen when a

receiver is within the transmission range of two or more transmitters that are simultaneously

transmitting so that the receiver does not capture any frame. When a collision happens, the

energy spent in the transmission and reception of the collided frames is simply wasted.

• Overhearing: it happens when a sensor node receives and decodes an irrelevant frame.

Such frames may be destined to other nodes, or the node has already received them. We

studied both cases and proposed techniques that can be used by MAC protocols to avoid

overhearing [5], [6].

• Protocol Overhead: it may have several different origins such as the energy drained in

computing and transmitting control frames. For example, RTS and CTS control frames

used in some protocols do not carry any application layer data although their transmission

consumes energy.

Applications of sensor networks usually generate low traffic loads so that the communication

channel is expected to be idle most of the time. In this case, idle listening is the most significant

cause of energy dissipation: without any specific energy management, nodes waste considerable

amounts of energy, because they keep their radios on for longtime intervals while listening to an

idle channel. To mitigate idle listening in energy-efficient MAC protocols for sensor networks,

nodes need to sleep for long periods of time instead of being permanently active. Such MAC

protocols define aduty-cycleparameter to control the ratio of the activity to the sleep time [7],

[8].
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Fig. 1. Preamble sampling technique

Duty cycles of1% may substantially reduce energy consumption. However, ifa node wakes

up only at some predetermined instants to limit the effect ofidle listening, then it needs a means

for detecting transmissions of other nodes. There are two ways for making this possible. In the

first approach used in protocols like SMAC [1], TMAC [9], and others, nodes synchronize on a

common sleep/wakeup schedule by exchanging synchronization messages. The second approach,

used in protocols like WiseMAC [10] and B-MAC [11], does not setup a common sleep/wakeup

schedule to avoid the synchronization overhead and furtherreduce idle listening in lightly loaded

networks. Instead, each node chooses its own sleep/wakeup schedule independently of the others

and transmits a preamble before each data frame. The preamble is long enough to make sure

that all potential receivers will get their data. In this paper, we focus on the protocol family

following the latter approach and we propose a method for further improving energy savings.

We can find in the literature other terminologies for protocols based on a similar approach,

e.g. Cycled Receiver [12], LPL (Low Power Listening) [11], Channel Polling [13], and Sparse

Topology and Energy Management [14].

Fig. 1 shows an example of a preamble sampling protocol operation. According to the duty-

cycle parameter, nodes switch their radios on eachCheck Intervalto sample the channel. If a

node finds the channel idle, it goes back to sleep immediately. However, if it detects a preamble

transmission, then it keeps its radio on until it receives the subsequent data frame. Right after

the reception of the data frame, the node sends an ACK frame, if needed, and goes back to

sleep. To be effective, preamble transmission needs to be atleast as long as the check interval

(the period between two consecutive instants of node wakeup). In this way, a node makes sure

that all potential receivers wake up during its preamble transmission, so they get the subsequent
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data frame.

Without any particular optimization, preamble sampling protocols may consume large amounts

of energy, because on the average nodes receive half of the preamble each time they receive a data

frame. To reduce the overhead induced by the use a full lengthpreamble, many improvements

have been proposed. These proposals targeted both the cost at the receiver and that at the

transmitter. At the transmitter side protocols propose techniques to minimize the preamble size.

Details of these protocols are presented in Section VI. At the receiver side, protocols aim at

reducing the duration of listening to the preamble. In [15] data frames are repeated in the

preamble to minimize overhearing. By putting copies of the data frame in the preamble, a node

that wakes up to sample the channel receives a copy of the dataframe. From the destination

field of the received frame, it knows whether it is the destination of the data. When the node

is not the destination of the data frame, it switches off its radio to save energy. However, when

the node is the destination of the data frame, it keeps receiving the data and has to transmit

an ACK message back to the transmitter to acknowledge reception. As the preamble is just

a repetition of the data frame, the receiver has no idea on when the whole transmission will

end. Therefore, it keeps receiving until the transmitter stops its transmission of preamble plus

the last data frame. When the transmission ends, the receiver sends its ACK message back to

the transmitter. Keeping receiving to the whole transmission until the end presents a significant

overhearing for the receiver. To cope with this, papers [16]–[18] propose to add a sequence

number in the frames transmitted in the preamble. In [16], the sequence number is added to

the data frames transmitted in the preamble. This allows thereceiver to learn when the whole

transmission ends and thus make it possible for it to switches off its radio in the mean time to

save energy. It wakes up again only to transmit the ACK message. In [17], [18], the sequence

number is added to small frames, referred to as wake up frames. The rational behind using

wake-up frames instead of data frames is further overhearing reduction.

In this paper, we focus on reducing the cost at the receiver side and show in Section VI that the

proposed solution is also compatible with solutions that reduce the cost at the transmitter side.

We propose a new idea that reduces overhearing further on by avoiding reception of irrelevant

frames. With our idea that is based on digest information, not only unicast frames can be filtered

but also irrelevant (redundant) broadcast frames can be avoided a priori. We show that the use

of the digest information together with the sequence numberfield substantially increases the
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energy savings of frame preamble MAC protocols. We propose two possible implementations,

Micro Frame Preamble (MFP) and Zebra Frame Preamble (ZFP), in which avoiding reception of

irrelevant broadcasts can be integrated. We provide an analytical framework, in which we model

the lifetime of various frame preamble MAC protocols. We complete the theoretical analysis with

ns2 [19] simulation and experimental validation through implementation on the Chipcon CC 2500

evaluation kit [20]. We analytically show that the solutionbased on micro frames yields better

performance. We discuss implementation choices and effectof power consumption of the micro

controller on the overall performance of the solution. We also discuss potential improvements

from using new architectures in which hardware circuitry can be used for constructing and

transmitting preamble frames.

II. FRAME PREAMBLE MEDIUM ACCESSCONTROL

A. Key Idea

The main drawback of traditional preamble sampling techniques comes from the overhead

induced by the use of the long preamble prior to data transmission. To overcome this shortcoming,

the preamble should carry some information to make it possible for receivers to minimize

overhearing. A practical solution to insert information inthe preamble is to replace it by a

series of frames that we call in this paper preamble frames. We also use the generic term Frame

Preamble to refer to all the MAC schemes in which the preambleis composed by a series of

frames.

The efficiency of the implementation of Frame Preamble MAC inreducing overhearing

depends on preamble-frame structure. Two main features which are (i) minimizing preamble

reception, and (ii) avoiding reception of irrelevant data provide substantial additional energy

savings. In the next section, we describe some fields that canbe used in Frame Preamble MAC

protocols.

B. Design Features

As all traditional frames, preamble frames also have physical layer fields, namely: the physical

layer preamble, the synchronization word, the frame lengthindicator, and the CRC field (see

Fig. 2).
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In addition to those physical layer fields, a preamble framesmay include all or some of the

following MAC fields. Fig. 2 shows an example of a preamble frame structure1.

1) The Type Field:This field specifies the type of frame being received. It is used to

distinguish between various frame types, data, preamble, ACK, etc.

2) The Destination Address Field:This field is required to allow filtering of irrelevant unicast

frames that are not addressed to the node.

3) The Source Address Field:This field may be considered optional. It is required to let the

receiver know the address of the transmitter so that it can send the ACK message back to it

after a successful unicast data reception. There are two options for including this field in Frame

Preamble MAC protocols. Either it is included in all the preamble frames or it is only included

in the data frame. Note that the performance of the resultingFrame Preamble MAC depend on

the combination of the Frame Preamble variant used and on whether the source address field is

included in the preamble frames or not.

4) The Sequence Number Field:This field indicates the number of preamble frames that will

be transmitted before the data frame. When this field is used,the node that wakes up to sample

the channel receives a preamble frame from which it can deduce when the data frame will arrive

thereby it can switch its radio off in the mean time to save energy. The sequence number field

significantly minimizes preamble overhearing and thus increases the energy saving of Frame

Preamble MAC protocols. In addition, the sequence number offers another benefit, which is

reducing the carrier sense overhead. The node uses the sequence number and the destination

address of the received microframe to estimate the scheduleof data transmission including the

ACK frame. In this way, it postpones its transmission until the end of the ongoing transmission,

which saves the energy drained in potential repeated attempts for accessing the channel during

the ongoing transmission. Note that the node re-executes a new backoff procedure at the end of

each transmission to minimize potential contention.

5) The Digest Field:The digest field is envisaged to make it possible for a node to identify

and thus to avoid receiving irrelevant broadcast frames before their entire reception. In many

networking solutions, protocols use flooding to propagate an information throughout the network,

perform robust information delivery, etc. In such cases, a node may receive multiple copies of

1We present the details of PHY headers as implemented on Chipcon CC2500 described later.
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the same frame contents from all its neighbors. As only the first data contents is useful, the node

saves significant energy amount by ignoring the subsequent broadcasts carrying the same data

contents.

The digest field may be either a unique identifier (a combination between a sequence number

and the source address of the node that started the broadcast) or a hash of the data contained in

the broadcast frame. When a node wants to transmit a broadcast frame, it calculates the digest

field to be included in the preamble frame and inserts it in a table to avoid receiving a similar

broadcast from another node. This table logs digests of the broadcast frames that have been

recently seen so that the node may switch its radio off when itexpects a redundant reception.

According to this, a node that receives a preamble frame which the destination address is

broadcast has to check in its table whether there is an entry with the same digest value carried

in the preamble frame. If such an entry exists, then the expected broadcast data is redundant.

Else, the expected broadcast data is new and the node should receive it. Once that broadcast

is received, the node updates its table to avoid receiving redundant transmissions of the just

received data frame.

One can argue that the use of hash functions to calculate the digest values may lead to conflicts

that cause a node to ignore a data frame that has not previously received — this happens when

two different data have the same hash result. We think that such a situation is hardly likely

to happen because of the following reasons. First, digest field entries in the table of the MAC

protocol are not permanent, but cleaned after a timeout value. Second, we can choose a suitable

hash function and digest size so that collisions are very rare. A frame will be missed only if

it involves two simultaneously active broadcasts with the same hash value during the timeout.

Note that because broadcasts are not acknowledged, they areusually unreliable anyway.

For an efficient implementation, the CRC (Cyclic RedundancyCheck) circuitry can be re-used

to calculate the digest of data frames. The advantages of such a solution are twofold. First, it

saves the overhead of calculating costly hash functions, which increases energy savings. Second,

it does not require additional dedicated hardware for hash calculation, which does not increase

the cost of the sensor node.
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Fig. 2. Preamble frame structure (PHY and MAC) as implemented in the CC2500 module. The MAC structure depends on

the variant of the frame preamble protocol used. This figure shows the fields used in the case of MFP. Field sizes, in bytes, are

in parentheses.

C. Various Implementation Flavors

1) Data Frame Preamble:In this variant proposed in [16], the preamble frames are copies

of the data. In this protocol, referred to as DFP (Data Frame Preamble) in this paper, each

preamble data-frame only includes the sequence number fieldbut not the digest field, therefore

no irrelevant frames are filtered.

2) Micro Frame Preamble:In this variant that we call MFP (Micro Frame Preamble), the

preamble is composed of small frames called micro frames. Each micro frame contains a

sequence number and a digest field. Thus, MFP both minimizes overhearing and avoids irrelevant

broadcast receptions.

3) Zebra Frame Preamble:In this variant the preamble is composed of an alternation ofmicro

frames and data frames: each preamble data-frame is preceded by a micro-frame. This variant

aims at combining both the advantages of MFP (no need to spenda long time for receiving a

whole data frame in the preamble to decide whether it is relevant or not), and DFP (no need to

wake up again to receive the data frame).

III. T HEORETICAL EVALUATION

Both of MFP, DFP and ZFP consume the same amount of energy in transmission as the time

a node spends in transmission (which corresponds to the transmission of the preamble and the

subsequent data) is the same for all. Therefore, to identifythe optimal configuration for the

Frame Preamble MAC protocol, i.e. under which circumstances it saves more energy to use

MFP, DFP or ZFP, we propose to compare the average times a nodespends in reception with

MFP, DFP and ZFP.
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Fig. 3. Transmission of preamble frames with a gap between each two consecutive frames.

In this section, we analytically evaluate the performance of several representative preamble

sampling protocols. We take LPL (Low Power Listening) [11] as a reference of preamble

sampling protocols. We start by modeling the reception duration of a node when it uses Frame

Preamble (MFP, DFP, or ZFP) or LPL. Then, we use this result tocalculate the average lifetime

duration of a node. Note that for the rest of the analysis, we do not consider the power drained in

Sleep mode as it is generally negligible compared to that of other modes (4 orders of magnitude

lower, see Table II for measured current consumption of CC2500).

A. Reception Cost

Let T r
◦
(t) be a random variable that expresses the time a node spends in Receive mode listening

to the preamble. The◦ designates the preamble protocol being used, which can be LPL, MFP,

DFP, of ZFP.

1) LPL: In preamble sampling protocols, each node chooses its schedule independently of

the others. Therefore, it may wake up at any random instant in[0, TCI], whereTCI is the duration

of the Check Interval. When a node wakes up and detects a preamble being transmitted on the

channel, it keeps listening to the preamble until it receives a data frame. Therefore, we have:

T r
LPL(t) = τ + U[0,TCI)(t). (1)
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whereτ is the time needed to go from Sleep mode to Receive or to Transmit modes2 andU[0,u)(t)

stands for a uniform random variable in[0, u). Therefore, the energy drained in Receive mode

is:

Er
LPL = (E[T r

LPL(t)] + Tdata)Pr =

(

τ +
TCI

2
+ Tdata

)

Pr. (2)

whereE[T r
LPL(t)], the mean time spent in preamble reception,Tdata is the time needed to receive

one data frame, andPr is the power drained when the radio is in Receive mode.

2) Homogeneous Frame Preamble MAC:In this class of protocols, the preamble frames are

of the same type such as in MFP and DFP. As each node chooses itsschedule locally, the node

may wake up at any time during the transmission of the preamble: duringIS or IF intervals as

shown in Fig. 3. We denote the duration ofIS by TS (the inter preamble frames gap) and the

duration ofIF by TF (the preamble frame transmission time).

As shown in Fig. 3, if the node wakes up duringIF, it misses the beginning of a preamble

frame and it cannot decode it correctly3. In this case, the node suspects it has just lost a preamble

frame, so it keeps listening to the channel until it receivesthe subsequent preamble frame. If the

node finds the channel idle for a duration longer thanTS, then it goes back to sleep concluding

that no frames are being transmitted. However, if the node wakes up duringIS, then it receives

the subsequent preamble frame.

Therefore, if the node wakes up duringIS (resp.IF) interval, then the time it spends in Receive

mode to correctly decode a microframe isµS(t) (resp.µF (t)):






µF (t) = τ + U[0,TF )(t) + TS + TF .

µS(t) = τ + U[0,TS)(t) + TF .
(3)

The probabilitiesqS andqF that a node wakes up duringIS andIF intervals are the following,

respectively:










qS =
TS

TS + TF

.

qF =
TF

TS + TF

.
(4)

2Note thatτ is not negligible and smaller values forτ substantially increase the performance of preamble sampling protocols.

3We assume that a node will fail to decode a frame if it misses the reception of its first bit. This assumption can be easily

relaxed — we can easily assume that the node will fail to decode a frame correctly if it misses thex first bits of the preamble.

In both cases, the analysis remains the same, only the durations of the intervalsIF andIS change.
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From (Eq. 3) and (Eq. 4), we deduce the time needed to receive an entire preamble preamble,

which is equal to:

T r
F(t) = qF µF (t) + qSµS(t) (5)

Therefore, the average duration to receive a preamble frameis:

E[T r
F(t)] = qF E[µF (t)] + qSE[µS(t)]

=

(

τ +
TS

2
+

3TF

2

)

(6)

• Application to DFP.

In the case of DFP, the preamble is composed of DFP frames. Thetransmission duration

of a DFP frame isTDFP. Note that the transmission duration of a DFP frame is slightly

larger than that of data frameTdata, because a DFP frame includes an additional field: the

sequence number. As in DFP preamble frames are copies of the data frame, the reception

of one preamble frame is sufficient for a successful reception. Therefore, we have:

Er
DFP = E[T r

DFP(t)]Pr

=

(

τ +
TS

2
+

3TDFP

2

)

Pr. (7)

• Application to MFP.

Following the same methodology used for DFP, we obtain the average preamble reception

time with MFP. According to (Eq. 5), we have:

E[T r
MFP(t)] = τ +

TS

2
+

3TMFP

2
. (8)

whereTMFP is the transmission duration of a MFP frame. To calculate themean energy

drained in reception with MFP, we to take into account the feature of irrelevant data filtering.

To evaluate the impact of receiving irrelevant data frames,we assume that the proportion

of relevant data frames isα. The value ofα may depend on many parameters, e.g. the

application’s traffic pattern. In the case of nodes running only a flooding application, the

reception of only one message is sufficient, so all other copies of the same message sub-

sequently forwarded by neighbors become irrelevant. Therefore, if a node hasn neighbors,

then all the (n − 1) messages forwarded afterward are redundant. In this case,α = 1/n.

In the case of MFP, a node that wakes up to sample the channel receives a MFP frame after

which it goes to sleep until the data transmission. As the node wakes up again to receive
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the data frame only inα percent of cases, the mean energy drained to receive a data frame

with MFP is:

E
r
MFP =

[

E[T r
MFP(t)] + (τ + Tdata)α

]

Pr

=

[

τ +
TS

2
+

3TM

2
+ (τ + Tdata)α

]

Pr. (9)

where (τ + Tdata) is the time needed to receive a data frame (it includesτ , because we

assume that the node goes to Sleep mode after receiving a MFP frame).

3) Hybrid Frame Preamble MAC:In this class of protocols, the preamble frames are a series

of alternation of two types of frames, e.g. the alternation of MFP and DFP frames in ZFP. We

apply the same methodology to calculate the energy drained in reception in ZFP. Details for the

derivations are in the Appendix. We have

E
r
ZFP =

(

τ +
1

2(2TS + TMFP + TDFP)

{

TS(TS + 2TMFP + 2α(τ + TDFP)) +

TMFP(TMFP + 2TS + 2TDFP) + TS(TS + 2TDFP) +

TDFP(TDFP + 2TS + 2TMFP + 2α(τ + TDFP))
}

)

Pr. (10)

4) Discussion:To identify the best method to use, we plot values ofEr
LPL, Er

DFP, Er
MFP, and

Er
ZFP. We set the bandwidth of the radio to250kb/s, the MFP frame size to18 bytes, the DFP

frame size is two bytes larger than the data frame size because of the sequence number field, the

turn-around timeτ to 88µs and the the inter preamble frame spaceTS to 0 s. We varied the value

of the DFP frame size and we plot the result with different values ofα (see Fig. 4). Overall,

we show that MFP is the best in all the situations, except whendata frames are all relevant (i.e.

α = 1) and have a size less then40 bytes (see Fig. 4(a)) in which case DFP performs better.

Thus, we can imagine a hybrid protocol that uses DFP when it sends frames less than40 bytes

and MFP when the data-frame size is larger than40 bytes in the case that upper layers consider

that all data frames are relevant to receive. For the rest of the paper, we restrain the analysis to

MFP as it is the frame preamble variant that offers the best performance and to LPL as it is the

reference protocol.
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(a) α = 1.00
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(b) α = 0.50
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(c) α = 0.10

Fig. 4. Mean Energy Consumed per Received Message Accordingto the Filtering Rateα. Results are obtained with a check

interval of 20ms. Note that these results hold for different check intervals and the amount of energy savings are amplified

compared to LPL for larger check intervals.
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B. Channel Sampling Cost

The average time a node spends in channel sampling with LPL isthe following:

T s
LPL = τ + TCS. (11)

whereTCS is the time needed to determine whether there is a preamble being transmitted on the

channel.

In MFP, the channel sampling duration is slightly different, because of the possible inter MFP

frames gap (IS interval in Fig. 3). Indeed, a node must sense the channel fora duration ofTS

to determine whether the channel is free. Therefore, the duration of channel sampling in MFP

is the following:

T s
MFP = τ + TS + TCS. (12)

The amount of energy drained in channel sampling with LPL andMFP is:

E
s
LPL = T s

LPLPsamp = (τ + TrmCS) Psamp (13)

Es
MFP = T s

MFPPsamp = (τ + TS + TCS) Psamp. (14)

wherePsamp is the power drained when the radio is in channel sampling mode. This power is

almost equal to the power in Receive mode. For the rest of the analysis, we assumePsamp = Pr.

C. Transmission Cost

The energy drained in the transmission of one message in LPL is the following:

E t
LPL = Es

LPL + (τ ′ + TCI + Tdata)Pt. (15)

wherePt is the power drained when the radio is in Transmit mode andτ ′ is the transition time

from Receive mode to Transmit mode.

In MFP, the energy drained in the transmission of one messagedepends onNMFP, the number

of MFP frames transmitted in the preamble. As the radio potentially goes to Sleep mode between

MFP frame transmissions, the number of MFP frames transmitted in the preamble is:

NrmMFP =

⌈

TCI

TS + TM

⌉

. (16)

Therefore, the energy drained during a transmission in MFP depends on the inter MFP frames

time. If the inter MFP frames time is larger than the transition time τ , then the transmitter
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goes to Sleep mode between the transmission of two consecutive MFP frames. Otherwise, the

transmitter does not go to Sleep mode and we assume that the energy drained during the inter

MFP frames gap is equal to that drained in Transmit mode. Therefore, we have:

if TS < τ , then:

E
t
MFP = E

s
MFP +

(

τ ′ +

⌈

TCI

TS + TMFP

⌉

TMFP + Tdata

)

Pt. (17)

if TS ≥ τ , then:

E t
MFP = Es

MFP +

(

τ ′ +

⌈

TCI

TS + TMFP

⌉

(τ + TMFP) + Tdata

)

Pt. (18)

D. Modeling Node Lifetime

We defineL◦, the lifetime duration of a node as

L◦ =
Einitial

P◦

. (19)

whereP◦ (joules/sec) is the average power consumed by the sensor node andEinitial (joules)

is its initial energy. The triangle ’◦’ can be either MFP or LPL. For the sake of conciseness

and simplicity, we only consider the power consumed by the radio — the overhead of the

microcontroller is very small as shown in Section V-B. Therefore, we have

P◦ = P t
◦
+ Pr

◦
+ Ps

◦
. (20)

whereP t
◦

(resp.Pr
◦
, Ps

◦
) is the average power drained in transmission (resp. reception, sampling).

The average power drained during preamble sampling is

Ps
◦

=
Es
◦

TCI
. (21)

Similarly, we compute the average power drained during transmissionPt

P t
◦

=
E t
◦

Ttraffic
. (22)

and the average power drained during receptionPr

Pr
◦

=
Er
◦
· n

Ttraffic

. (23)

whereTtraffic is the average inter data-frame transmission time that characterizes the application

traffic load. For the derivation of the average power drainedduring reception (Eq. 23), we have

assumed that nodes run a simple flooding protocol in which each node forwards each new
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Fig. 5. Normalized lifetimes of a node using MFP in function of different inter microframes gaps and various traffic loads.
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message exactly once. Therefore, a node withn neighbors will initially receiven broadcast

messages. However, if the node is running MFP then it will filter then−1 redundant broadcasts

from its neighbors according to theα parameter as explained in (Eq. 9).

Note that the lifetime of nodes running MFP depends on many parameters, among which

the inter microframe timeTS. Finding the best valueT ∗

S that maximizes the lifetime of nodes

running MFP is equivalent to finding a solution to the following equation:

dLMFP

dTS

= 0 (24)

For the sake of simplicity, we choose not to analytically solve the above equation. Instead, we

plot Fig. 5 that shows the normalized lifetime (corresponding to the lifetime of a node with an

initial energy ofEinitial = 1 Joule) of nodes in function of the inter microframe time. Forthis

plot, we have used the following parameters: the transitiontimes τ and τ ′ are equal to88.4µs

and 9.6µs respectively4, the transmission times of a18-byte microframe and a256-byte data

frame at250kb/s are equal toTMFP = 576µs andTdata = 8.48ms, respectively, and the carrier

sense timeTCS is equal to32µs5

Fig. 5 shows that a node that uses MFP benefits from longer lifetimes when the traffic load

is low and the check interval is large. This is expected, because lower traffic loads imply less

transmissions and larger check intervals imply longer sleep periods. Fig. 5 also shows that shorter

inter microframe gaps improve lifetimes, because the sampling time is smaller (T s
MFP decreases

when TS decreases). The energy saved with smaller inter microframegaps is larger when the

traffic load is lower, because nodes spend more time in sampling than in transmitting messages.

Note that even if there is an optimal value forTS that can be calculated from (Eq. 24), we notice

from the graphs in Fig. 5 that taking very small values forTS yields the maximum lifetime in

most of the cases. Therefore, for the sake of simplicity, we set TS to 0 for the remainder of the

analysis in this paper.

4See state transition timings of the CC2500 [20]

5We use the automatic termination of RX function after a programmable timer, which is made possible by the CC2500 [20].

In this case, the radio controller will terminate the reception if the first valid carrier sense sample indicates no carrier (RSSI

below threshold). The minimum value needed for the carrier sense sample is8 symbols, which corresponds to32µs (the duration

of a symbol is4µs because the CC2500 can use OOK modulation for transmissionat 250kbps [20])
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E. Comparisons

To evaluate the performance of MFP and compare it with LPL, weplot Fig. 6 with the same

parameters used in Fig. 5. The amount of energy saved in preamble sampling protocols depends

on the duty cycle. To save more energy, nodes need to use lowerduty cycles to spend more

time in low-power mode. However, although lowering the dutycycle (i.e. increasing the check

interval) does reduce idle listening (see Eq. (21)), it has some side effects: it increases the cost

of transmissions (see Eq. (15)) and receptions (see Eq. (2)). Therefore, there is an optimal value

for the check intervalT ∗

CI that achieves the best trade-off between the cost of transmission,

reception, and channel sampling in function of the traffic generated by applications. The value

of T ∗

CI is the solution of the following equation:

dL◦

dTCI

= 0 (25)

Therefore, we have

T ∗,LPL
CI =

√

(τ + TCS)Psamp

Pt

Ttraffic

+ Prn
2Ttraffic

for LPL (26)

and,

T ∗,MFP
CI =

√

(τ + TCS)Psamp

Pt

Ttraffic

for MFP (27)

In Fig. 6, we show normalized lifetimes for MFP and LPL in function of the check interval. We

can see that a node has a longer lifetime for MFP than for LPL for all the used check intervals.

The figure also shows that optimal check intervals are largerfor MFP, which means that MFP

allows smaller duty cycles and thus longer lifetimes. We canalso see that the lifetime of a node

that uses LPL decreases when the number of its neighbors increases, because the node spends

energy in receiving redundant messages transmitted by its neighbors (each message contains

preamble plus data). However, when a node uses MFP, neither it does receive the preamble of

these redundant messages nor does it receive the redundant data. Therefore, its lifetime does

not decrease. We can also notice that even if there are no irrelevant receptions (n = 1), MFP

presents a substantial gain of lifetime.

IV. SIMULATIONS

The analysis in Section III does not take collisions into account. Therefore, actual lifetimes

may differ from the values obtained analytically. Thus, we have run simulations: we have
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Fig. 6. Normalized lifetime of nodes for different check intervals. Microframes are transmitted without inter microframe gaps,

i.e. TS = 0.
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Fig. 7. Chosen random topology: Node0 is the sink, Nodes1 through5 are the sources, the other nodes (6 through29) are

intermediate nodes that relay traffic.

implemented MFP and LPL in ns-2 [19] and compared their performance in large networks

with random topologies. We have generated different topologies in which we randomly choose

x andy coordinates of each node according to a uniform distribution. We make sure that each

of the generated networks is connected, i.e. there is a path between any two nodes. Fig. 7 shows

an example of such a network.

To get into the details of the protocol behavior, we have run our simulation on a chosen

topology presented in Fig. 7. It includes nodes with a very low degree of connectivity (e.g.

nodes1, 10, and25 have only one neighbor) as well as a high degree of connectivity (e.g. node

15 has eight neighbors). In addition, there are several routesfrom the sources (nodes1 through

5) to the sink (node0).

We use the parameters of PHY and MAC layers for the CC2500 evaluation board [20]. We set

the size of a microframe to18 bytes that corresponds to576µs at250Kb/s. As ns-2 is a packet

level simulator, a node that misses the first bit of a frame (e.g. because it is sleeping) will also

miss all the subsequent bits of the same frame. That is why we require that carrier sense duration

be longer than one microframe transmission time to guarantee that a node missing the first bit
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of a microframe can detect the first bit of a potential subsequent microframe (or a data-frame).

We consider three MAC protocols: LPL, MFP with and without filtering of redundant messages

that we call MFP-filter and MFP-nofilter, respectively. We compare the gain obtained from

avoiding unneeded listening to the preamble (the case of MFP-nofilter) with the gain obtained

from both avoiding keeping listening to the preamble and filtering out redundant messages (the

case of MFP-filter).

For the routing and application layers, we use simple flooding. Each source periodically

generates a message and broadcasts it to other nodes. For each simulation run, we record the

number of messages each node has transmitted, correctly received, and the number of collided

messages it has observed. Note that we only count the number of distinct received messages,

i.e. we do not count redundant copies of the same message received by the same node. Such

redundant messages result from the forwarding of the same message by the neighbors of the

node. We do not count redundant messages in order to be fair incomparison with MFP-filter

that does not receive redundant messages.

We define two particular instants for gathering statistics during simulation: thefirst-nodeand

theall-nodesinstants. The former corresponds to the instant of the deathof the first node whereas

the latter is the instant of the death of the last node, i.e. when all the nodes are dead.

We have run extensive simulations for a wide range of parameters. Each point of the following

plots is the average over10 simulation runs.

A. Network-Scope Evaluation

In the first group of simulation, we set the data frame size to150 bytes, the traffic generation

interval to 100 seconds and we vary the check interval from50 to 750ms. For each value of

the check interval, we measure the lifetime for each node. For this purpose, we introduce the

Information Transport Efficiency(ITE) that quantifies the amount of information passed through

each node during its lifetime. First, we count the number of relevant data frames the node has

sent or received. Then, we quantify the ITE as the number of relevant frames passed through the

node (or the number of bits) per joule. Note that, the ITE considers only the useful information:

redundant broadcast frames do not count. The ITE is more accurate for quantifying the lifetime

of a node than just measuring the time it takes a node to run outof energy, because the lifetime

of a node also depends on the quantity of information passed through it — extending the lifetime
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Fig. 8. The mean lifetime of nodes for various check intervals. It is measured in terms of the number of relevant frames that

passed through the node per1 joule. The lifetime is averaged over all the nodes.

of a node means allowing more information to pass through it per energy unit. Hereafter, the

term normalized lifetime is measured according to the ITE principle. Specifically, it refers to the

number of relevant frames passed through a node per1 joule.

Fig. 8 shows the evolution of the mean lifetime of nodes in function of the check interval.

Each point on the curves presents the lifetime averaged overall the nodes and measured at the

all-nodesinstant. Fig. 8 shows that MFP significantly increases the mean lifetime of nodes for all

check intervals. In addition, filtering irrelevant messages increases the mean lifetime furthermore:

the MFP-filter curve is continuously above that of MFP-nofilter. For the parameters of Fig. 8,

filtering redundant messages does not provide significant lifetime increase compared to that of

avoiding receiving the preamble — the duration of listeningto the preamble is by far longer

than that of receiving the data, especially when data framesare quite small and transmitted at

high speeds (e.g.250kb/s). The average lifetime measured at thefirst-nodeinstant (not plotted

in the figure) is also maximized when the check interval is between100ms and200ms.

Fig. 9 shows the percentage of lifetime extension measured both at thefirst-nodeandall-nodes

instants for MFP-filter and MFP-nofilter compared to LPL. We can see that the gain obtained by
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Fig. 9. The mean lifetime extension of MFP compared to LPL.

using MFP is more important at theall-nodesinstant, because simulation continues and nodes

can improve their energy savings. At thefirst-nodeinstant, the gain corresponds to that of the

first node, i.e. when the most vulnerable node exhausts its energy.

Fig. 10 shows collision rate, which is the ratio of the numberof received collided packets to

the number of all the received packets, measured at thefirst-nodeinstant, i.e. from the beginning

of the simulation until the first-node instant. Note that after this instant collision rates decrease

because the network becomes less dense as nodes start disappearing.

Collision rates measured at theall-nodes instant (not plotted in Fig. 10) exhibit a similar

behavior, but with lower rates. Collisions affect nodes lifetime, because in our simulations a

node keeps its radio in Receive mode while there is activity on the channel until it correctly

decodes a frame or the channel is idle again. If there is a collision, the node spends time

in Receive mode listening to the collided frames, which drains energy and thus decreases the

lifetime of the node. The energy drained in listening to collisions depends on the transmission

duration of the whole message (preamble plus data). The larger the message, the longer the

duration of listening to collisions. The preamble length and thus the check interval should be
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Fig. 11. Message collision in ns-2 simulation. Messages 1 and 2 are transmitted by nodes that are out of transmission range

of each other — the collision occurring at the receiver is caused by the hidden node problem.

smaller to reduce the amount of energy wasted in listening tocollisions.

Collision rates for MFP-nofilter and LPL are fairly similar,however those for MFP-filter

are much smaller. Our simulation of MFP does not guarantee that MFP-filter has the same

execution sequence as MFP-nofilter and LPL. Fig. 11 explainswhy this may happen. Assume

that Message1 is transmitted before Message2 and the receiver is able to correctly decode

a microframe of the Message1 preamble. This is possible, if the receiver wakes up before
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TABLE I

PERFORMANCE FOR CHOSEN NODES.

Node Identifier Degree Collision Transmission Reception Lifetime extension

Node 1 1 0% 60% 40% 40%

Node 15 8 60% 20% 20% 80%

Node 25 1 0% 50% 50% 80%

Node 0 5 20% 40% 40% 120%

Node 27 7 40% 30% 30% 140%

Message2 is transmitted. Then, assume that Message1 is redundant for the receiver. Thus,

MFP-filter will filter it out and switch the radio off during its transmission. Consequently, if the

receiver uses MFP-filter protocol, then it will not observe this collision as its radio will be off.

However, if the receiver uses MFP-nofilter or LPL, then it will observe a collision as it will

wake up to receive the data frame of Message1, which will be corrupted by Message2.

B. Node-Scope Evaluation

In this section, we present simulation results for some chosen nodes to provide more details on

the performance of our protocol. In a random topology, nodesmay fall into different categories:

low or high degree of connections, low or high traffic load, vulnerable position in the graph or

not, etc.

As shown in Table I, lifetime extension ranges from40% for node1 to 140% for Node 27.

Node15 is the most vulnerable as it is the first to run out of energy. Node 15 dies before the

others because it has the largest number of neighbors (eight) and thus the highest activity rate.

Node25, albeit not as vulnerable as Node15, presents the same lifetime extension, because it

has only one neighbor: Node15. Therefore, when Node15 dies, Node25 becomes isolated and

does not forward any traffic. Thus, its lifetime extension remains the same as for Node15.

Table I confirms the relation between node degree and lifetime extension. In general, nodes

with high degrees such as Node27 have important lifetime extension. However, when a high

degree node experiences high collision rates, which is the case for example for Node15, the

lifetime extension may be lower; for instance, Node15 has8 neighbors, but with60% of its

energy drained during collisions, its lifetime extension is only 40%.
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For some nodes, the lifetime extension measured at theall-nodesinstant is smaller than that

measured at thefirst-nodeinstant. Such nodes forward a decreasing amount of traffic after the

first-nodeinstant, so their lifetime extension is smaller. For instance, at thefirst-nodeinstant,

Node15 runs out of energy and Nodes1, 14, and29 become disconnected from the network and

form an isolated subnetwork. From that instant, the only traffic going through this subnetwork

comes from source node1, which is smaller than the traffic before thefirst-nodeinstant. Thus,

the improvement observed afterwards decreases.

V. IMPLEMENTATION

A. Feasibility of MFP on Existing Radios

To show that MFP is feasible on existing radio modules, we have implemented MFP on the

Chipcon CC2500 [20] evaluation board. The module contains a CC2500 chip, a short range low

power radio transceiver with a2.4 GHz modem. The transceiver is controlled by an8051 low

power8 bits-24MHz microcontroller [21] with2304B of RAM and16KB of flash memory. The

radio and the microcontroller communicate via a Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI).

The CC2500 already implements an efficient preamble sampling protocolcalled WOR (Wake

On Radio). WOR is implemented on the radio chip to save the microcontroller the burden of

periodically switching the radio between Receive and Sleepmodes. This enables programmers

to put the microcontroller in Idle (low power) mode while theradio is periodically sampling the

channel.

We have implemented a simple flooding application and set thecheck interval to300ms 6.

To evaluate energy savings, we have measured the instantaneous current consumption of the

sensor node to identify in which mode it is operating. Table II shows the current drained for

each mode.

Fig. 12 shows the current consumption during periodic channel sampling. Sampling is done

by the radio module so that it is possible to put the microcontroller in Idle (low power) mode

while sampling. The current drained to sample the channel is14mA on average7.

6CC2500 offers a limited set of check intervals, so we used thevalue of300ms.

7The average values we measured are slightly larger than the typical values reported in the CC2500 data sheet. In the figure,

peaks exceed14mA because we measure instantaneous current.
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Fig. 12. Current consumption during periodic channel sampling done by the radio module. We have performed these current

measurements only on the radio module.

Fig. 13. Current consumption during frame forwarding usingMFP taken at the radio and the microcontroller together.
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TABLE II

MEASURED CURRENT CONSUMPTION OFCC2500

Radio (sleep) 900 nA

Radio (idle) 1.5 mA

Radio (transmit) 22 mA

Radio (receive) 14 mA

Microcontroller (active) 8 mA

Microcontroller (idle) 2 mA

Fig. 14. Details of a data frame reception. Measurements areperformed only on the radio.

Fig. 13 presents the current consumption during frame forwarding: the node receives a frame

to be flooded and forwards it to its neighbors. Initially, thenode periodically samples the channel.

When the node wakes up to sample the channel at time0.55s, it receives a microframe from

which it learns about the arrival time of the data frame. As the node uses MFP, it switches its

radio off until instant0.74s to save energy. It then wakes up at0.74 to receive the data frame.

Because of potential clock drift, the node actually wakes upslightly ahead of the time for the

data frame. During this wakeup, the node receives a second microframe and then the data frame.

Fig. 14 shows some details: the reception of two microframesand the data frame. Note that time
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Fig. 15. Details of a transmission (microframes and a data frame). Measurements are performed only on the radio.

scales are different on each graph.

Our implementation has brought into focus the problem of theclock drift. This practical detail

does not look important unless one tries to implement the MFPprotocol. When a node receives a

microframe indicating that the forthcoming data frame should be received, it calculates from the

sequence number the sleep duration until the data frame. Theclock needs to be precise enough

to switch on the radio right on time to receive the data frame.The node should wake up early

enough to make up for the clock drift and correctly receive the data frame. The accuracy of the

oscillator used by the node determines the amount of the extra time the node spends in receive

mode before the data frame arrives. There is a trade-off to make between using a high precision

oscillator such as quartz crystal (ranging from1ppm to100ppm) or a lower precision oscillator

such as a RC (e.g.≈ 15000ppm [21]). A RC oscillator is less expensive and occupies less space

than a quartz crystal. In our case, we use RC oscillator as it is integrated in the module.

After the reception of the data frame, the node should forward it to its neighbors. Before each

message transmission (microframes plus data), the node chooses a random backoff to avoid

collisions due to simultaneous access to the channel. Note that contrary to the IEEE 802.11

DCF [22], but similarly to the IEEE 802.15.4 CAP [23], the channel is not continuously sensed
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during the backoff. The radio is switched off during the whole backoff period to save energy.

When the backoff timer expires, the node performs carrier sense and transmits at once if the

channel is free. Otherwise, if the channel is busy, the node re-executes the backoff procedure.

The backoff appears in Fig. 13 during the interval from0.755s to 0.78s. The current drained

during the backoff procedure is higher by8mA, because we put the microcontroller in active

mode during the backoff to show the difference between the microcontroller’s active and idle

modes on the same figure. After carrier sense, the node beginsto transmit by first sending a series

of microframes and then the data frame. During the transmission phase, the current drained by

the node (radio plus microcontroller) oscillates between24mA and30mA. The value of24mA

corresponds to the radio in Transmit mode (22mA) (see Figure. 15) and the microcontroller in

Idle mode (2mA), whereas the value of30 corresponds to the radio in Transmit mode and the

microcontroller in Active mode (8mA). In our implementation, we reduce the time during which

the microcontroller is in Active mode; for example, the microcontroller fills in the transmission

buffer of the radio with frames to be transmitted and goes back to Idle mode when the radio’s

transmission buffer if full. At the same time, the radio is reading its transmission buffer and

transmitting frames. As the microcontroller fills the buffer (6MHz SPI) quicker than the radio

is able to transmit (bandwidth250kb/s), the microcontroller can go back to Idle mode while the

radio is still transmitting frames.

B. Microcontroller Overhead

As shown in the previous section, the energy efficiency of MFPdepends on the power

consumed by the radio and on that consumed by the microcontroller. In this section, we determine

the energy consumption distribution of these two components in the three operation modes of

MFP: sampling, transmission, and reception. The transmission of a frame requires that the radio

remains in transmit mode that consumes the highest amount ofcurrent (22mA) for a long time

(microframes plus the data). Therefore, the radio transmission is the dominant energy consuming

operation as shown in Fig. 16. The radio reception operationis made very small by our MFP

protocol that saves nodes the reception of preamble until the data. The radio sampling is the

smallest energy consuming operation, which is expected because it is the main objective of

preamble sampling protocols.

For the microcontroller, the energy consumption of the three considered operations (sampling,
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Fig. 16. Distribution of the energy consumption of both the radio and the microcontroller for the different MFP operations.

reception, and transmission) are almost equal, as shown in Fig. 16. The reason is that our

implementation puts the microcontroller in Idle mode whenever possible, therefore the energy

consumption of these operations is dominated by the consumption of the microcontroller’s

Idle mode. Therefore, reducing the energy consumption of the microcontroller’s Idle mode

substantially increases energy saving and thus nodes lifetime.

C. Possible Improvements

The MFP protocol has three major states: channel sampling, transmission, and reception. The

implementation of MFP on the CC2500 drastically minimizes the microcontroller overhead by

putting it in Idle mode whenever possible.

For the channel sampling operation, the microcontroller goes to Idle mode (or to any other low

power mode) while the radio is performing periodic wake up according to a predefined check

interval. Thus, the microcontroller does not consume any more energy in channel sampling mode

than in Idle mode.

The reception operation starts when the radio receives a frame while periodically sampling

the channel. Upon this reception, the radio wakes the microcontroller up to process the received
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Fig. 17. The percentage of lifetime extension in function ofdifferent values for the current drained by the microcontroller in

Idle and Active modes. Reducing the current drained in the Active mode only offers a negligible gain, whereas reducing that

of the Idle mode significantly increases the lifetime.

frame. If the microcontroller finds a microframe, then it checks whether the subsequent data is

relevant or not. If so, the microcontroller goes back to Idleand wakes up later only to receive

the data.

For the transmission, the microcontroller constructs microframes and sends them to the radio’s

transmission buffer. At the same time, the radio reads data from the buffer and sends them to

the air interface. As the microcontroller is faster than theradio, the buffer may be full during

some periods. When the buffer is full, the microcontroller goes back to Idle mode. When the

buffer is almost empty, the radio wakes the microcontrollerup so that it continues to fill the

buffer with frames to be transmitted.

In all these modes, the microcontroller is in low power mode most of the time especially

when the traffic load is low. Fig. 17 shows that reducing the current drained in the Active mode

only offers a negligible gain, whereas reducing that of the Idle mode significantly increases the

lifetime. Therefore, it is better for MFP to use microcontrollers with a minimum power con-

sumption Idle mode. This result emphazises the negligible overhead of calculating microframes

by the microcontroller, therefore there is no need to add dedicated hardware for calculating

microframes.
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VI. RELATED WORK

In this section, we focus on contributions related to preamble sampling. We show that MFP

can replace these contributions in some situations and can be used jointly with them in other

situations. In both cases, MFP increases the amount of energy savings.

BMAC [11] proposes an outlier detection based technique to improve the accuracy of CCA

(Clear Channel Assessment). An accurate CCA has two major benefits. First, it reduces the

number of false assessments (e.g. the channel is assessed tobe busy while it is actually clear),

which increases channel utilization and thus the network throughput. Second, it allows a node

to accurately detect whether the channel is still active during a presumed preamble reception,

which reduces the duration of receiving false preambles andthus increases energy savings. The

accurate CCA operation of BMAC is compatible with MFP whether is it persitent in reception

or not. If MFP is persistent is reception, i.e. a node persists in receiving until it receives a

microframe or the channel is back to idle, an accurate CCA allows a node to detect when the

channel is back to idle so that it stops receiving at the righttime. If MFP is non-persitent in

reception, i.e. a node does not persist in reception but gives up if it fails to receive a microframe

within a certain timeout value, an accurate CCA only increases channel utilization (throughput)

as an accurate CCA is not needed to detect false preambles.

El-Hoiyidi et al. [24] tackled this issue and proposed a way to reduce the preamble length

for unicast frames. Although such a scheme contributes to saving energy both at transmitter and

receiver, it did not propose any solution to avoid receivingthe preamble all the way until data

reception. Moreover, their proposal only applies to unicast frames and cannot be generalized to

broadcast frames.

WiseMAC [10] and SCP [13] reduce the preamble length by usingshort preambles for unicast

frames. As they still use preambles, albeit not always of a full-length, microframes can replace

the continuous preambles, thus achieving further energy savings.

Protocols that use preambles split into frames with a gap between consecutive frames, such as

STEM-B [14], CSMA-MPS [25], TICER [12], WOR [20] and X-MAC [26], have the advantage

of not always needing the full-length preamble; in the case of unicast transmissions, the receiver

sends the ACK in the gap between the frames to stop the preamble transmission by the transmitter.

However, in very lightly loaded networks, these protocols do not guarantee optimal energy
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savings, because they increase idle listening at receivers. Indeed, when there is a gap between

frames, a receiver should remain in Receive mode for a duration that is larger than the gap to

sample the channel. The sampling duration therefore increases and nodes waste more energy in

sampling. MFP avoids this long sampling duration by sendingmicroframes without gaps. MFP

is more suitable for low data rate networks.

Z-MAC [27] is a hybrid protocol that combines the strengths of CSMA and TDMA. Under

low contention, Z-MAC switches to CSMA to achieve high channel utilization and low delays.

Under high contention, Z-MAC switches to TDMA to achieve high channel utilization, fairness,

and less collisions. Z-MAC is implemented in TinyOs [28] on top of B-MAC. Therefore, it can

be used with MFP that is compatible with B-MAC. MFP improves energy savings of B-MAC,

therefore it may do the same for Z-MAC.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Protocols based on preamble sampling techniques are being increasingly used in wireless

sensor networks because of their significant energy savingscompared to other protocols. In this

paper, we have shown that energy consumption can be further reduced by reducing irrelevant

receptions. Our technique, called MFP (Micro Frame Preamble), replaces the continuous long

preamble by a series of micro-frames containing a digest (anindicator of the data frame contents)

and a sequence number. This information enables a node to switch off the radio and wake up

only for the reception of a relevant data frame. MFP is not another MAC protocol for sensor

networks; rather, it is a generic technique that can be used under various preamble protocols

including, WiseMAC, LPL, Z-MAC, SCP and others.

Throughout the paper, we have presented an extensive evaluation of MFP. We have derived

analytical formula for lifetime extension obtained with MFP, and performed ns-2 simulations

to take other parameters, such as collisions, into account.We have shown that MFP can be

successfully implemented on existing radio modules, such as the CC2500, without hardware

modifications. We have also shown that the overhead of computing and passing microframes to

the radio chip is negligible so that MFP can be implemented ona microcontroller with a limited

processing power.
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APPENDIX

We follow the same methodology used in Section III-A2 to derive the mean time a node

spends in Receive mode. As in DFP, in ZFP a node does not need towake up again to receive

the data frame transmitted at the end. It is sufficient for thenode to receive a DFP frame in

the preamble. In ZFP, there are4 intervals during which a node may wake up to sample the

channel. These intervals are:IMFP, IS1
, IDFP, andIS2

. Therefore, we define the following:

According to the analysis presented in Section III-A and to Fig. 18, we have:


























qS1
= S1

S1+S2+TMFP+TDFP

qS2
= S2

S1+S2+TMFP+TDFP

qDFP = TDFP

S1+S2+TMFP+TDFP

qMFP = TMFP

S1+S2+TMFP+TDFP

(28)
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and,


























µS1
(t) = τ + U[0,S1](t) + a + α(τ + TDFP)

µMFP(t) = τ + U[0,TMFP](t) + S2 + TDFP

µS2
(t) = τ + U[0,S2](t) + T

µDFP(t) = τ + U[0,TDFP](t) + S1 + TMFP + α(τ + TDFP)

(29)

Therefore, the reception duration in ZFP is:

T r
ZFP(t) = qS1

µS1
(t) + qMFPµMFP(t) + qS2

µS2
(t) + qDFPµDFP(t) (30)

For the sake of simplicity, we assume thatS1 = S2. Therefore, the average reception duration

E[T r
ZFP(t)] is:

E[T r
ZFP(t)] = τ +

1

2(2TS + TMFP + TDFP)

{

TS(TS + 2TMFP + 2α(τ + TDFP)) +

TMFP(TMFP + 2TS + 2TDFP) + TS(TS + 2TDFP) +

TDFP(TDFP + 2TS + 2TMFP + 2α(τ + TDFP))
}

(31)
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